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                        Year of Experience

                        About Us

                        
Our Mission Empowering Indian Farmers


	We are india,s No-1 Fruit & Other Plants Supplier.We care Farmer anytime anywhere.Here Available Plant in Whole Year.
	Our Nursery is a Large-Scale Production Manufaure,Grower,Exporter,Horticultural Consultant ,Bulk Supplier, and Distributors of Apple Ber, Beetle Nut, Bengal Safeda, Black Jam, Chiku, Coconut, Dragon Fruit, Guava Seedling, Keralian Coconut, Jackfruit, Jamrul, KG Guava, Lalit Guava, Litchi, Akashmani, Mango, Mehgani, Seedless Lemon, Thai7, Thai All Season Amra, Thai Chiku, Krishnachuda, Radhachuda, Thai Pati Lemon, Avocado, Sapota, Lemon, Sweet Imli, Thai Amra, Lambu, Kadamb etc’’.
	One Plants give you fruit between 35 to 40kg in frist year.
	We offer the top series of all Verity Plant for our valued customers. These Plant are employed in many purposes in the market. Furthermore, we offer this product at nominal prices.



 


Why Us ?


We are appreciated among our valued clients due to our good quality products. Some points in support to this:


	High quality products
	Premium packaging
	Capability to meet huge market demands
	Easy payment modes
	On time delivery
	Customized products
	Stringent quality checks



Our Team


We have made careful recruitment of highly skilled and diligent personnel to look after the manufacturing and finishing processes back at the production facility. They are entrusted to take the company’s brand value further by delivering output that dominates all market standards. Their single-mindedness towards their work habits enables us to meet the specific requirements of the clients with ease.
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                    Why Choosing Us!

                    Few Reasons Why People Choosing Us!

                    
Our experienced team of horticulturists and gardening enthusiasts is devoted to providing expert advice and personalized assistance. We offer a diverse range of farming supplies & Supports and tools to make your Farming experience rewarding and hassle-free. From transforming your outdoor space and farm with our plant & support services to hosting engaging workshops and events, we foster a thriving gardening community. Embrace the joy of gardening with us, where knowledge, quality, and dedication bloom.
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                    What Our Customers Say About Us!
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                                They are giving Good plants. And also giving full training. Thanks to the appleber nursery.

                                Washim

                                Customer
                            

                                                        
                                [image: ]
                                A nursery where you can buy almost all fruit plants that can be grown in this climate, genuine varieties of all fruit plants, spread across 4-6 bighas of land this place also has huge fruitt farms of guava, appel ber, oranges/ malta & Mango, having a farm

                                Pritam

                                Customer
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                                They are giving Good plants. And also giving full training. Thanks to the appleber nursery...

                                rajesh rajesh

                                Customer
                            

                                                        
                                [image: ]
                                A nursery where you can buy almost all fruit plants that can be grown in this climate, genuine varieties of all fruit plants, spread across 4-6 bighas of land this place also has huge fruitt farms of guava, appel ber, oranges/ malta & Mango, having a farm

                                Rohit Ali Laskar

                                customer
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                                I am fully satisfied with apple ber nursery because they supply genuine plants with reasonable price and they will guide time to time to get strong plants and more yield...


                                ajit Gadadi

                                Customer 
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                                I am extremely happy in this nursery. I had purchased different plants for my SAI ANAND ORGANIC FARM. All the plants are very healthy and within months I got very good results. Specifically Thai super kiran guava and kashmir apple ber ki result bahut achh

                                ASHOK KUMAR Panigrahi

                                Customer
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                                Today I bought a number of dwarf varieties of fruit plants from ABN (Apple Ber Nursery). Come to ABN for the first time and was just astonished to see the vide range of fruit plant that they deal with. The quality of plant was very good & the best part wa

                                Rony Mitra

                                Customer
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                                Having pleasant experiences with Apple ber nursery. They are providing genuine veriety for all fruit plants.

                                sunil pal

                                Customer
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                                I feel very good work with apple ber Nursury.

                                mahamayanandan Das

                                Customer
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                                Very good and reliable nursery. They are genuine people

                                Rangarao Kotagiri

                                Customer
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                                I had bought Kashmir Apple Ber plants  from Apple Ber Nursery in May 21. They were of very good quality. The owner provided good guidance and support.  I will surely recommend to others. Very good quality service and products.

                                ginjupalli surya teja

                                Customer
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                                Kasmir apple ber fruit in the farm of lokhande hari in the village of Aadagaon near aurangabad is now outstanding. Nearly one plant has having fruits 100 kg and above. My personal review for the farmers are request to plant from Apple ber nursery calcutta

                                ram darade

                                Customer
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                                I visited this nursery today, the owner greeted with a polite smile, he was kind enough to show us a lot variety of plants. Then he has provided with lot of information about growing and taking care of plants , I am really happy and satisfied with this nu

                                sumanta baidya

                                Customer
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                                I had bought Apple Ber and Seedless lemon plants from Apple Ber Nursery in Nov�19. They were of very good quality. Initial stage I faced problems growing the plants due to arid climate of Gujarat but Mr Azaharul Hossain provided good guidance and support.

                                Wasim Qureshi

                                Customer
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                                I started my apple ber plantation last year in my one acre land. Under the guidance of APPLE BER NURSERY, i was able to properly grow and nurture the plants. We have now harvested the plants and we are currently selling the fruits at @Rs80/kg. Undoubtedly

                                W I Meetei

                                Customer
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                                Azharul is a great boy with a great future. We enjoyed our visit to his farm. It was early in the morning and we couldn not inform him in advance. Still they were very sweet, offered us morning tea from there house. We bought a lot of varieties of fruit p

                                P J

                                Customer
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                                Apple Ber Nursery is indeed a very good fruit plant nursery. I visited the nursery on 14th June 2020. Azharul is a very good host and he also has a vast knowledge about fruit plants. I bought a number of fruit plants especially Thailand variety at a very 

                                Joydeb Mallick

                                Customer
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                                Hello every one my name is sahadev singh  im from up .sharanpur . im pusrches 1200 kashmiri apple ber pland and 400 tiwan pink gwawa. Apple ber nursery is vary trustid nursery in kolkata .plant qwality is vary good

                                ???????? ???? ????

                                Customer
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                                Excellent fruits nursury. Committed with quality. It was very pleasant and exciting experience for me to visit the nursery. Most interesting was the proprietor of the nursery Mr. Azahar Husaain , a young and committed person.  I had already seen his many 

                                Subhash Kumar

                                Customer
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                                On 21 st.April I Visited Apple Ber Nursery.at Horinkhola.West Bengal accompany with Mr.Azar Hussain I saw the Nursery stock and mother plants which are quality ana genuine varieties I think now a days this is a good Nursery in west Bengal.  Thanks with Re

                                Naba kumar Das

                                Customer
                            

                                                    
                    

                

            

        

    

    
    

    
    
    
        
            
                
                    Our Address

                    Prop- Azaharul Hossain

                    Harinkhola, Deganga, 24 Parganas.(N), Kolkata-743424

                    08514981670-Azaharul Hossain
                                                                        09564702815- Aktarul Hossain
                                                                        09093986589-Ashik Mondal

                    applebernursery@gmail.com
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